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Abstract

The use of context information is an important aid for full semantic scene understanding in security and surveillance applications. This paper presents an innovative semantic context-labeling algorithm for three context classes – water, sky and vegetation – while trading-off quality and real-time execution. Our system consists of three consecutive stages: image segmentation, region-based feature extraction and classification. We propose the joint use of color features in HSV space, texture from Gabor filters and spatial context, in combination with the Directional Nearest Neighbor (DNN) method for segmentation. Compared to recent literature, this combination is over 35 times faster and achieves a coverability rate that is 65% higher [6].

1. Introduction

Semantic interpretation of image content is a challenging problem in computer vision. An algorithm for this type of image analysis is of high importance to the security and surveillance industry, because the manual analysis of video feeds is a tedious and error-prone process. Early approaches by Bao et al. [1] and Rankin et al. [7] focus on one context class and are extended too multi-class by Javanbakhti [2]. Based on the framework of Javanbakhti, we propose a near real-time context detection algorithm with an improved detection quality. The contributions of this paper are threefold. First, innovative methods are proposed for segmentation, texture features and classification, to optimize for both quality and execution time. Second, an improved quality performance evaluation is proposed and third, an efficient C++ implementation using multi-core functionality is presented that achieves near real-time execution.

2. Proposed method

The proposed framework is inspired by a recent region-based approach [2] and consists of three major stages: (1) segmentation of the image into regions, (2) the computation of region features and (3) the classification of each region.

2.1. Image segmentation

For segmentation of the image, variations of the graph-based segmentation algorithm by Felzenswalb et al. [4] are applied of which later a specific version will be chosen to embed in the framework. For construction of the graph we explore three options: Grid-based (8N), Neighbor-based (24N), as employed by Javanbakhti [2] and Directional Nearest Neighbor (DNN), as proposed by Liu et al. [5].

2.2. Feature extraction

In the feature extraction stage, the HSV color intensity, Gabor-based texture information and Spatial Context (SC) are extracted from the regions resulting from the segmentation. Compared to recent literature, this combination is over 35 times faster and achieves a coverability rate that is 65% higher [6].

2.3. Region Classification

In the last stage, every region is classified and labeled by a Support Vector Machine (SVM). The SVM is trained offline using a radial basis function kernel with 10-fold cross-validation combined with a grid search for optimal parameters C and $\gamma$. This search also incorporates the SVM model size, as fewer support vectors result in faster classification.

3. Experimental results

We evaluate the proposed semantic context-labeling algorithm on images of natural scenes, selected from the dataset used in [2], so that all images contain the semantic classes water, sky and vegetation. This set contains 54 images of which 49 have a $481 \times 321$ pixels resolution and 5 have a $320 \times 240$ resolution. The results regarding execution time are computed using only the $481 \times 321$ images to obtain comparable uniform results. For each image, the manually
annotated ground truth is available. Figure 1 shows an example image, including the corresponding ground truth and algorithm output. The SVM is trained on 24 images and the algorithm is tested using the remaining 30 images, where we measure the quality by the performance of Coverability Rate (CR) and Error Rate (ER) as proposed by Schmitt et al. [8]. The algorithm is implemented in C++, using OpenCV for image processing functions and the OpenMP API [3] for parallel functionality. The application is executed on an i7 quadcore @ 2.4-3.4 GHz processor with 8 GB DDR@1600 MHz RAM on 64-bit Windows 8.1 Pro.

Table 1 compares the quality performance for different segmentation and feature configurations. From the table, it can be observed that adding extra features for the same segmentation method (DNN) leads to higher performance. Namely, the CR increases while the ER decreases. The implementation with the highest performance, HSV+GABOR+SC in combination with DNN, outperforms the method of Javanbakhti by more than 65%.

Table 2 shows the results of timing analysis for each step in the algorithm. From the table it can be observed that by exploiting the parallelism, the total computation time can be reduced from 272 ms to 161 ms. Applying extra parallel functionalities, make our non-parallel approach more than 2.2 times faster, leading to overall 125-ms execution time.

4. Conclusion

In this paper, we propose a novel semantic context labeling algorithm that exploits the joint use of the HSV color features, Gabor filters and spatial context in combination with a DNN segmentation method. Experiments show that it is over 35 times faster and achieves a CR that is 65% higher, compared to state-of-the-art alternatives.
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